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Abstract. The use of subprocesses in large process models is an im-
portant step in modeling practice to handle complexity. While there are
several advantages attributed to such a modular design, including ease
of reuse, scalability, and enhanced understanding, the lack of precise
guidelines turns out to be a major impediment for applying modular-
ity in a systematic way. In this paper we approach this area of research
from a critical perspective. Our first contribution is a review of existing
approaches to process model modularity. This review shows that aside
from some limited insights, a systematic and grounded approach to find-
ing the optimal modularization of a process model is missing. Therefore,
we turned to modular process models from practice to study their mer-
its. In particular, we set up an experiment involving professional process
modelers and tested the effect of modularization on understanding. Our
second contribution, stemming from this experiment, is that modularity
appears to pay off. We discuss some of the limitations of our research
and implications for future design-oriented approaches.

1 Introduction

Modularity is the design principle of having a complex system composed from
smaller subsystems that can be managed independently yet function together as
a whole [19]. Such subsystems – or modules – can be decomposed in a similar
vein. In many domains, modularity is a key principle to deal with the design and
production of increasingly complex technology. For example, it has been argued
that the computer industry has dramatically increased its rate of innovation
by adopting modular design [5]. Modules can also be found in business process
models, where they are commonly referred to as subprocesses. Most popular pro-
cess modeling techniques support this concept, e.g. flowcharts, IDEF0 diagrams,
UML Activity Diagrams, EPCs, BPMN, and YAWL.

Various advantages are attributed to the use of subprocesses in process mod-
els. At build-time, subprocesses support a modeling style of stepwise task re-
finement, stimulate reuse of process models, and potentially speed up the (con-
current) development of the overall process model [2, 23]. At run-time, when a
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process model is enacted, subprocesses allow for scaling advantages: Each sub-
process, for example, may be executed on a different workflow server [23]. Finally,
when a process model is used to facilitate the understanding of complex busi-
ness processes among various stakeholders, subprocesses are supposed to ease
the understanding of the model [15, 36].

However, the way that modularity is currently utilized in modeling practice
raises some questions about the actual benefits. First of all, there are no objec-
tive criteria for applying granularity. Accordingly, there is no absolute guideline
if a particular subprocess should be on level X or X + 1 in the model hierar-
chy [13]. Neither is there a unique way to modularize a process model [13]. As
a consequence, modularity is often introduced in an ad-hoc fashion. Further-
more, there are clearly drawbacks when the process logic is fragmented across
models. In particular, it “becomes confusing, less visible, and tracking its paths
is tiring” [12] if a subprocess is decomposed in further subprocesses. The fact
that the semantic check in ARIS Toolset mainly addresses consistency issues
between events in the subprocess and around the refined function illustrates the
seriousness of this problem. Finally, even if modularization is useful for mainte-
nance purposes, it is questionable whether advantages materialize in practice as
many organizations fail to keep their models up to date.

The greater research challenge we see here is to provide explicit guidance for
using modularization in process models. But, this would be a dubious undertak-
ing at the present state of the art: We simply do not have the evidence whether
modules in process models pay off. Therefore, this paper is concerned with estab-
lishing an empirical foundation as a necessary preparation for a design-oriented
approach to the subject. We start this investigation from a critical review of
existing approaches to introduce modularity in process models.

Our null hypothesis is that modularization does not increase process model
understanding, and we introduce an experimental design to challenge it. In this
approach, we worked together with a group of professional process modelers
to evaluate a set of professional process models. The controlled variable in the
design is whether subprocesses are used or not; the response variable is the
degree of understanding that the subjects display with respect to the models.
Note that we focus on the understanding of a process model as the major point
of evaluation. Our motivation is that in most business applications, the primary
purpose of a process model is to act as a means of communication [25, 31]. As Van
der Aalst and Van Hee put it when discussing the introduction of subprocesses
in a process model “[..] the most critical consideration is that the process be
understood by the people carrying out the work. If this is not the case, the
result can be a difficult-to-manage process.”

Against this background, the structure of this paper is as follows. In the
next section, we will give a broader background for the concept of modularity,
in particular with respect to process modeling. In Section 3, we will present our
research method, after which the results of the experiment we carried out are
given in Section 4. Before we come to a conclusion in Section 6, we discuss our
findings and their limitations in Section 5.
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2 A Review of Modularity and Process Modeling

2.1 Concepts and terms

A first issue that should be considered here is that the terms modularity, decom-
posability, and hierarchy are sometimes used interchangeably. However, accord-
ing to [19], a modular system is not automatically decomposable, since one can
break a system into modules whose workings remain highly interdependent with
the internal workings of other modules. Furthermore, as Parnas points out in
his seminal paper on “information hiding”, a modular system is not necessarily
hierarchical [32]. That would be the case if the “uses” relation between modules
gives a partial ordering, which is not always so. One can easily imagine, for exam-
ple, a software program where software modules mutually call each other. These
subtleties also hold in the context of process models. In most practical cases,
however, a modular process model will probably be hierarchical too although
perhaps not decomposable, i.e. its subprocesses may still be highly interdepen-
dent. In this paper we consider the more general phenomenon of “modularity”
as the main point of interest.

2.2 Modularization in systems

In many settings, “the real issue is normally not to be modular but how to be
modular” [19]. But at the same time, modular systems are much more difficult to
design than comparable interconnected systems [5]. Beyond that, problems with
incomplete or imperfect modularization tend to appear only when the modules
come together and work poorly as an integrated whole. It has been argued that
many of the most attractive and durable systems are developed through an
“unselfconscious” design process [4]. In this mode, the design rules that are used
are not explicit; inconsistencies and interdependencies are revealed by trial and
error only. However, it is by no means obvious that unselfconscious design must
always, or even usually, result in modularity [19].

Quality criteria to consciously decompose a system into modules have been
discussed by Wand and Weber on a general level [41, 43]. The authors identify
five criteria. The first three are absolute criteria that are either met or not
and focus on the content of the modular model, not its structure. Minimality
requires that there is no redundant state information in the modular model.
In data models this basically matches normalization requirements. Determinism
requires that a state change is clearly identified to be triggered by an internal or
an external event. If that is not the case the behavior of a module can only be
understood by knowing the state of another subsystem. Losslessness demands
that emergent properties are not lost in a modularization. Furthermore, the two
criteria coupling and cohesion should be optimized, cf. [45]. Coupling should be
minimal such that the sum of inputs of each subsystem is less or equal to the
sum of inputs in any other modularization. Cohesion should be maximal such
that all output affected by input variables are contained in the same set, and
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adding another output does not extend the set of input variables on which they
depend.

Wand and Weber’s criteria had a strong influence on the object-oriented
design metrics proposed by Chidamber and Kemerer [10]. The usefulness of the
five criteria has been demonstrated for UML class diagrams and state charts in
an experimental setting [8]. Yet, an application in the area of process modeling,
either by designing good decomposition operations or by testing their suitability,
is missing.

2.3 Modularization in process models

The area of related research in the context of process models is huge, covering
works on process modularization, e.g. [3, 7, 42], process inheritance, e.g. [6, 26],
and reduction rules, e.g. [14, 34, 44]. Since the latter two categories are mainly
utilized in process model analysis, we will focus on the first category. Further-
more, we do not consider modular design of process-aware information systems
such as in [16, 24]. In the context of process model modularization, three aspects
can be distinguished: modularization operations, modularization prerequisites,
and modularization selection.

Modularization Operations: The idea that basic operators should facili-
tate modularization was already proposed in the 1980s for data flow diagrams
[3]. Refinement operations have also been defined for Workflow Nets [1]. Also,
some modeling approaches impose the use of block structures of nested con-
trol primitives, which favor the creation of decomposable modules, as in e.g.
BPEL. Recently, the ability to extract a subprocess from a process model has
been described as a change pattern for process-aware information systems [42].
This pattern must be implemented reflecting the syntactic requirements of the
modeling language. In ARIS there are two ways to extract a subprocess: by
modularization (refining function with subprocess) and by segmentation (cut-
ting a model in different parts) [13]. Both these options are tailored to yield
syntactically correct EPCs.

Modularization Prerequisites: There are some recommendations regard-
ing when a process model should be considered for modularization. Some of the
practitioners books state that modularization should be introduced in a model
with more than 5–15 [18] or 5–7 activities [36], yet without giving any support
for this rule. Recently, it has been recommended based on empirical findings
that process models with more than 50 elements should be decomposed [28].
Depending on the process modeling language the amount of activities can vary
for 50 elements, e.g. EPCs use connectors for routing and events to separate
functions while YAWL essentially only uses tasks. Still, up to now no objective
criteria has been proposed for identifying which subprocess should be on which
level in the model hierarchy [13].

Modularization Selection: There are some guidelines on how to select
parts of process models for modularization. Good candidates for subprocesses
are fragments of a model that are components with a single input and a single
output control flow arc [22, 7, 39]. Furthermore, long and thin process models
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should be preferred to square models [13, p.278]. This argument points to the
potential of metrics to guide the modularization. The idea here would be to use
quality metrics like the ones proposed in [28, 29] to assess which modularization
should be preferred. An application of metrics to compare design alternatives
is reported in [38]. Yet, there is no dedicated approach to guide modularization
based on metrics.

Overall, the main focus of research on process modularization is of a concep-
tual nature. Clearly, there are no objective and explicit guidelines that modelers
in practice can rely on. The aim of our research as reported in the following sec-
tions is to contribute to a better understanding of the effects of modularization
as a stepping stone towards such guidelines.

3 Research Design

In the previous sections we discussed that the ad-hoc way in which modularity
is currently introduced in modeling practice raises doubts about its benefits. In
this section, we will explain our design to test the following null hypothesis:

H0: Use of modularization does not improve understanding of a process model.

There are several challenges in testing the presumed absence of a relation be-
tween modularity and understanding, in particular in pursuing results that have
a potential to be generalizable on the one hand while applying methodological
rigor on the other. In particular, it would be unsatisfactory to rigorously test
the effects of modularity in small, toy-like process models, as any effect would
possibly be hard to spot anyway. To achieve a realistic setting for our research,
we set up a collaboration with Pallas Athena Solutions1 in the Netherlands, a
specialized provider of BPM services. This company provided us with real-life
models as study objects. Furthermore, their process modelers participated in our
investigation. As will be explained in this section, we applied an experimental
design to achieve sufficient control over the dependent variable (modularization)
and to allow a meaningful evaluation of the response variable (understanding)
from our hypothesis.

In lack of specific literature on empirical research with respect to modular
process modeling, we build on approaches and classifications used in the field of
software experimentation [17, 33]. In particular, we use an experimental design
that is comparable to what was applied in a recent study to evaluate various types
of BPM technology [30]. To test the hypothesis we carried out a so-called single
factor experiment. In general, this design is suitable to investigate the effects of
one factor on a common response variable. This design also allows to analyze
variations of a factor: The factor levels. The response variable is determined
when the participants of the experiment – the subjects – apply the factor or
factor levels to a particular object. The overall approach in our experiment is
visualized in Figure 1. We will address the most important elements in our
design in more detail now.
1 See http://www.pallas-athena.com.
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Participant 1
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First Run

Participant 1

Participant n/2

Participant n/2+1
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Process Model 
B without 
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Process Model 
B with 
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n participants 1 factor

Second Run

2 objects

Completion of first 
applied factor level

Overall experiment

Fig. 1. Experiment design

Objects. The basic objects that were evaluated by the participants, were two
process models from practice. The models were used in the experiment both in
their original form – displaying modularity – and in their flattened version where
modularity is completely removed: All dependencies between model elements are
then on the same level of abstraction. Note that for any particular process model
the absence or presence of modularity does not affect the business logic.

Both process models were selected from a little over 80 process models that
were created and delivered by the consultancy company for its clients. We focused
our search for suitable objects using three criteria: (1) presence of modularity, (2)
size, and (3) access to the original creators of the models. The process models we
looked for needed to display modularity, as consciously applied by the modeler
to deal with the complexity of a large model. We only considered models of
more than 100 tasks, which can be considered as very large using the process
size classification provided in [9]. Our line of reasoning here is that if modularity
does not help to understand very large models, it will not help to distinctively
understand smaller models either. Finally, we needed access to the modelers of
the model to validate questions on the content of the model.

From our search, four candidate models emerged. One of these models was
specifically developed for automated enactment. It was not further considered
because understanding is generally not a prime issue with this modeling purpose.
Of the remaining three, which were all developed for the support of stakeholders
in a process improvement project, the two process models were selected that
were most similar to each other in terms of process size, number of subprocesses,
and modularity depth. Both models had been modeled with the Protos tool
[40]. The flattened versions of the process models can be seen2 in Figure 2, so
that the reader can get an impression about their structure and size. Note that
we are not allowed to disclose the content of the models.
2 For larger images, see http://www.reijers.com/models.pdf.
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Model A Model B

Fig. 2. Flattened versions of the used process models

Model A describes the procedure in use by an organization that is responsible
for handing out driver’s licences. The process in question deals with clients that
cannot directly obtain their driver’s license because of physical or psychological
disabilities that can influence their driving. Model B captures how a certain
category of unemployed citizens is coached and receives advice in finding a job.
Note that labels in Figure 2 have been removed to protect the confidentiality of
the involved organizations; the subjects in our experiment saw the entire model
in full (including the labels).

Factor and factor levels. In our experiment, the use of modularity is the
considered factor, with factor levels “present” and “absent”. Note that we delib-
erately collected real process models from practice already exhibiting modularity
and derived flattened versions from it, instead of doing it the other way around.
In this way, we could build on a real-life application of modularity.

Response variable. The response variable in our experiment is the level of
understanding that the respondents display with respect to the process models,
both in their modularized and flattened form. To measure the response variable, a
specific set of questions was developed for each of the two models to be answered
by the subjects. We used the percentage of correctly answered questions given
by a subject as measure for his or her level of understanding of the particular
model. This approach is similar to the one we applied in a previous study into
model understandability [29]. An example question for model A is: “If an AA-
investigation is required, then a number of alternative settlements is possible.
How many of these settlements exist?”. For model B an example question is:
“If a client does not appear on an appointment, is it always so that a new
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appointment is scheduled?”. Note that the question sets are different for each
of the models because both their content and structure differs. The questions
were formulated in Dutch, the same language used by the creator of the modeler
to name model elements, and also being the native language for all subjects.
The model-specific questions were preceded by a general introduction to the
experiment, some specific background information for each of the models, and
a number of general questions with respect to the subject’s background. As will
be explained later, we used the latter information for comparison purposes (see
Section 4.2).

Subjects. The participants in this experiment were 28 experienced consul-
tants from Pallas Athena Solutions. They were randomly assigned to the two
groups used in our set-up (block design). Each group was presented two mod-
els: One model that displayed modularity and the other model in the flattened
version. This way each participant received two different processes – models A
and B – and two different styles – modular and flattened. Participation in the
experiment was voluntary; the single reward offered for participation was access
to the research results.

Instrumentation. The experiment was then carried out in the following
way. The groups of subjects were provided with the process models on paper,
together with the questions; an alternative would have been to show the mod-
els on a computer display, e.g. using the software that was used to create the
models. The involved consultancy company indicated that paper is a common
form to interact with their clients. Recall that the original versions of the models
were divided into subprocesses by their respective authors. These models could
therefore be presented to the respondents as a set of A4-sized papers, one for
the main process and one for each subprocess. The alternative, flattened model
versions were presented on A3 paper format, making task labels clearly legible.

Prior to the actual experimentation, all questions and correct answers were
discussed with the creators of the models. They approved of these and validated
that the question sets were a proper way to test understanding of the models.
Then, five graduate students from Eindhoven University of Technology were
involved in a pre-test. This led to the reformulation of 10 questions to remove
ambiguities and the removal of 3 questions. The latter was explicitly required
to keep the experiment within a reasonable time frame. For each model, 12
questions were included in the final version of the experiment.

Data collection and analysis. During the experiment, the subjects were
asked to spend at most 25 minutes per model for answering its related questions.
This limit was imposed to keep the time spent on the entire questionnaire under
one hour and to prevent an imbalance in time spent on each model. Both at the
start and at the end of answering a set of questions for each model, subjects
were asked to write down the current time to allow for exact comparisons.

For our data analysis, well-established statistical methods and standard met-
rics are applied, as provided by the software package STATGRAPHICS XV.II.
From the description the elements in this section, it follows that the experiment
is balanced, which means that all factor levels are used by all participants of
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the experiment. In general, such an approach enables repeated measurements
and the collection of more precise data as every subject generates data for every
treated factor level. As can be seen in Figure 1, we went through two runs, so this
experiment displays a repeated measurement. But in contrast to the approach in
[30], two objects instead of one were used (process models A and B) to repeat the
experiment in a second run. This setup prevents confronting the same group of
subjects to the same model more than once. In this way, we could avoid learning
effects to take place while still varying the factor levels.

4 Results

In this section, we will first present our main analysis results, after which we will
explore some alternative explanations for these to decide on our hypothesis.

4.1 Main results

Our main analysis for each model focuses on the comparison between the group
performance in terms of correctly answered questions for its modularized and
flattened version. In other words, does it matter whether someone sees a mod-
ularized or a flattened version of a process model? As explained, we calculated
for each of the subjects the percentage of correct answers given for each model
to make this comparison. Recall that each subject saw a modular model for one
process and a flattened model for the other. The values are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Average percentages of correct answers for the model variants.

Flattened Modular

Model A 38.54% 42.36%

Model B 37.50% 58.33%

As can be seen from this table, for both models the modular version generates
a higher average percentage of correct answers, which suggests a better under-
standability. To determine whether the differences are statistically significant,
it is important to select the proper statistical test. Therefore, we first explored
for each of the models the distribution of correct answers for each of its vari-
ants, i.e. the modular and flattened version. Because the standardized skewness
and standardized kurtosis are within the range of -2 to +2, for each model the
correctly answered questions can be assumed to be normally distributed. Addi-
tionally, F-tests indicated that with a 95% confidence the standard deviations
of the samples for each of the models are also the same. These two conditions
justify the application of Student’s t-test [37].

Application of the t-test results in a P-value for each comparison; a P-value
lower than 0.05 signals a significant difference when assuming a 95% confidence
level. The results are then as follows:
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– For model A, there is no difference between the modular and the flattened
version in terms of the average percentage of correctly answered questions
(P= 0.562).

– For model B, there is a significant difference between the modular and the
flattened version in terms of the average percentage of correctly answered
questions (P= 0.001).

The difference for model B seems to support rejection of H0. However, we must
first explore whether alternative explanations exist to properly decide on the
acceptance or rejection of this hypothesis.

4.2 Supporting results

The main alternative explanation for the difference for model B is that the
group that produced better results for the modular version is simply different
from the group that looked at the flattened version. Recall from Section 3 that
our experiment is characterized by a block design, i.e. subjects are randomly
assigned to the two experimental groups. If the groups are different with respect
to a characteristic that may influence their ability to understand process models,
then this would not allow us to reject H0 – despite the noted statistical difference.
A second, alternative explanation would be that one group of respondents simply
spent more time than the other on answering the corresponding questions.

To assess these alternative explanations, we analyzed the characteristics as
shown in Table 2. Each entry in the table lists an investigated factor, the con-
sidered factor levels, and the P-value resulting from a statistical test. Note that
we applied a standard t-test to determine a statistical difference between the
groups with respect to each factor, unless its basic requirements were not met
with respect to the assumed normal distribution and variance equality. In the
latter case, we used the non-parametric Mann-Whitney W test to compare the
medians across both groups [37].

All P-values in this table are far greater than 0.05, so none of the investigated
factors signals anything close to a statistical difference between the groups at
a 95% confidence level. Therefore, in lack of knowledge on other plausible in-
fluences, we must reject hypothesis H0. We conclude that modularity appears to
have a positive connection with process understanding.

5 Discussion

We single out two questions that emerge from considering the results from the
previous section:

1. Why does modularity matter for understanding model B, but not for A?
2. What is the explanation for modularity influencing the understanding of

model B?

In this section, we will first address these questions and then discuss some limi-
tations of our experiment.
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Table 2. Group comparison.

Factor Factor levels P-value

Domain knowledge Knowledgeable with the process context or not 0.386

Company experience Actual number of years within company 0.411

Field experience Actual number of years working as process con-
sultant

0.726

Education University degree or not 0.453

Job type Business consultant or technical consultant 1.000

Modeling amount Estimated number of process models created 0.504

Modeling size Estimated average size of process models created
(nodes)

0.764

Time overall Actual time spent on entire experiment 0.948

Time A Actual time spent on model A in the experiment 0.641

Time B Actual time spent on model B in the experiment 0.417

5.1 Model differences

We recall that we selected models A and B from a wide range of models, keen
on satisfying a number of requirements (see Section 4). From the four models
that met these, models A and B were most similar, notably with respect to the
number of tasks they contain and their depth. To determine why modularity
plays a bigger role in understanding model B, we carried out a further analysis
of both models by using the metrics shown in Table 3. At the top of the table,
some basic metrics are given, followed by metrics that have been proposed as
indicators for process model complexity in general, and at the bottom some
metrics that are explicitly proposed for assessing modular process models.

Two metrics display values that differ more than a factor 2 between the
models under consideration, i.e. Subprocesses and FanIn-Out. According to
[20], the relatively high value of the latter metric for model B (33.42) would
suggest a poorer structuring of model B compared to model A, which would
make it more difficult to use. However, an additional test to determine whether
a difference exists in model understandability between the modular version of
model A and the modular version of model B does not show a higher average
percentage of correct answers for the former. In lack of other empirical support
for the use of this metric, the relatively high number of subprocesses (20) in
model B seems more relevant: It suggests that the difference between the modular
and flattened version of this model is more distinct than for model A.

For the remaining factors, models A and B display quite similar characteris-
tics, even though model B is the slightly larger one. There is no general trend
that suggests that one model is considerably more complex than the other and
none of the metrics display substantial and meaningful differences other than
the number of subprocesses. So, the most reasonable answer to the question why
modularity has an impact on understanding model B but not on model A is
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Table 3. Complexity metrics.

Metric Description Source Model A Model B

Tasks Total number of tasks – 105 120

Nodes Total number of nodes – 130 175

Arcs Total number of arcs – 171 248

Subproc Total number of subprocess in original model – 9 20

To Average number of outgoing arcs from transi-
tions (tasks)

[21] 0.81 1.03

Po Average number of outgoing arcs from places
(milestones)

[21] 3.42 2.24

Cycn McCabe’s cyclomatic number (adjusted for
Petri nets)

[21] 43 75

Connect Number of arcs divided by the number of nodes [27] 1.32 1.42

Density Number of arcs divided by the maximal num-
ber of arcs

[27] 0.020 0.016

ConDeg Average number of input and output arcs per
routing element

[27] 1.10 1.21

Fan-In Average number of modules calling a module [20] 1.25 2.26

Fan-Out Average number of modules called by a module [20] 1.5 2.26

Fanin-Out Average ((Fan-In) ∗ (Fan-Out))2 per module [20] 3.63 33.42

Depth Degree of nesting within the process model [27] 3 3

that B’s original version displayed a much higher degree of modularization than
model A, which eased its understanding.

5.2 The influence of modularity

In search for an explanation of how modularity increases model understanding,
we re-examined the questions we used in our experiment. Recall that these ques-
tions were validated by the original creators of the model (see Section 3): The
questions were considered to be to the point, reasonable, and a good way to test
someone’s understanding of the model.

In the ex post analysis of our results, we pursued the idea that by using a
modular model perhaps one type of question would be answered better than
another. In particular, we categorized our questions as being of a local or global
type. The answer for a local question can be found within the confinements
of a single subprocess in the modular version, where the examination of more
subprocesses is required to answer a global question. As it turned out, model B
contained 2 global questions and 10 local questions. In a comparison between
the group that used the modular model and the group that used the flattened
model, the following results emerged:
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– Too few global questions were used to determine whether there is a difference
in terms of the average percentage of correctly answered questions between
using the modular or the flattened version of model B .

– For local questions, there is a significant difference in terms of the average
percentage of correctly answered questions between the modular and the
flattened version of model B (P=0.002).

From this analysis, we cautiously infer that modularity may be helpful for un-
derstanding a process model because it shields the reader from unnecessary in-
formation. Where the reader of flattened model always sees the entire context,
the reader of the modular version is confronted with precisely the right set of
information when the proper subprocess is selected. In this sense, it resembles
the positive effect of Parnas’ “information hiding” concept [32]: Programmers are
most effective if shielded from, rather than exposed to the details of construction
of system parts other than their own.

Whether there is also an opposite effect, i.e. the correct answer for a global
question would be easier to find with a flattened model, could not be established
for model B. However, it does not seem too likely; an analysis of the results for
model A did not show such an effect.

5.3 Limitations

Only a small number of 28 subjects were involved in this experiment and only 2
process models were considered. Both aspects are threats to the internal validity
of this experiment, i.e. whether our claims about the measurements are correct.
But these small numbers result from our choices to (1) involve experienced pro-
cess modelers and (2) process models from industrial practice. Most experienced
modelers from the company already participated and the confidential models
could not be shown outside the company. Also, to keep the experiment’s du-
ration under one hour – a pragmatic upper bound to avoid non-response – it
was not feasible to use, for example, more models. The choice for professional
modelers and real models clearly positively affects the external validity of our
study, i.e. the potential to generalize our findings. Therefore, our experiment
shows how “internal and external validity can be negatively related” [11].

Another aspect is the choice for displaying the process models on paper.
It is by no means certain that similar findings would result from an experiment
where models are shown on a computer display. In the latter mode, “information
hiding” is achievable in other ways than by applying modularity. For example,
the Protos tool that was used to create the models allows to zoom in on part
of a process model, which is another form of shielding away irrelevant data.

Finally, the lay-out of a process model may be a factor that influences un-
derstandability, as we hypothesized before in [29]. As a limited understanding
of this effect exists at this point, we are restrained in properly controlling this
variable. We used the same modeling elements, the same top-down modeling
direction, and roughly a similar breadth and width for both models on paper to
limit this effect – if any (see Figure 2).
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6 Conclusion

On the basis of the controlled experiment we described in this paper, the main
conclusion of this paper must be that modularity in a process model (through use
of subprocesses) appears to have a positive connection with its understandability.
However, this effect manifests itself in large models if modularity is applied to
a sufficiently high extent and particularly seems to support comprehension that
requires insight into local parts of the model.

These results should be considered within the limitations of the experiment
we described, but in principle favor further efforts into the development of more
explicit design guidance towards modularizing process models. As we noted, this
is a major gap in our knowledge on process modeling. From the review of process
modularization approaches that we presented in the paper, we identified several
attractive ingredients for such an approach. In particular, Wand and Weber’s
quality criteria have already been succesfully applied for other types of models
and the use of metrics to guide process modularization seems a fruitful direction.
Our future work is aimed at the development of such guidance and metrics.

Aside from this research agenda, we hope that publications like [8, 30, 35], and
this paper as well, may serve as an inspiration for further integrating method-
ologies from behavorial science in the design-science approaches common to the
BPM field. This could be particularly helpful to provide explicit support for
both the necessity and the utility of the models, algorithms, systems, and other
artifacts that BPM scholars are concerned with.
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